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Abstract
This module demonstrates and discusses possible voice ranges and voice characteristics for inclusion
in choral ensembles.

1 CATEGORIZING VOICES

Each voice is dierent in some way from every other voice. It is necessary to place voices into categories by
means of range and quality. These two items determine in which section a voice is to be placed. Voices that
are constantly changing and maturing may be placed in one section for a year, or even a part of a year, and
later moved to another section as the change in quality and range indicate. High school age voices should
be reauditioned periodically because they are in a constant state of ux and need close attention.
A brief description of the voice characteristics of each type is listed. In the example specic ranges are
shown. These are almost the extremes of each range. Young singers are most eective in a range that is
two piteches below the top and two pitches above the bottom. A director could not place voices with this
information alone. He must have heard a true tenor or alto, for instance, in order to know the actual sound
described. For those wishing more information, there are several excellent books on the voice listed on page
in chapter ve and in the bibliography.

Figure 1

Sopranolyric voice, light and bell-like. The second soprano will have more depth in the lower part of
the range.
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Altoheavier quality than soprano, more mellowness. The second alto will have a deeper tone in the
lower range and will sing notes below middle C with less pressure and more ease.
Tenorlyric quality with brightness in the middle and upper range. The second tenor will tend to have
a thicker quality and be somewhat more dramatic.
Bassa deeper tone, heavier and darker. The rst bass will resemble the second tenor quality but with
a deeper, lower range. The second bass will have a rich, deep tone with a resonant lower range.
It is obvious that these characteristics can overlap categories and that not all voices will seem to denitely
t into a given section. These categories really do not allow for the middle voice, one that directors will
nd in abundance among singers both young and mature, a baritone quality that hasn't the low range to
sing bass nor the top range to sing tenor; or the girl's voice that cannot sing the low alto notes nor the top
soprano notes without straining. Some of these voices will be very pleasant and you will want to include
them in your choir. The danger lies in the demands the director makes of them, not in the part to which
they are assigned. They should be placed so they may move from part to part as the music necessitates
and cautioned from attempting to sing the extreme notes in a given part. These people can still be valuable
choir members and prot from a good singing experience.
Although choral singing has become highly developed, a word of caution about assigning altos to the
tenor part is still necessary. Do not assign any altos permanently to the tenor part. Such as experience can
harm the quality of the girls' voices and be detrimental to their future singing possibilities. There are some
adults women who believe they must sing the tenor part because the upper notes of the alto parts are not as
easy to sing as they once were. In almost all cases this is unnecessary. These altos do not sound like tenors
and rarely enhance the tenor section. It is preferable to never use altos on the tenor part, but it may be
necessary on occasion. Use these spot assignments carefully, only when necessary, and do not always assign
the same altos to the tenor line. It is far better to balance the chorus rst, without relying on altos to help
the tenors balance a girls section that may be too large. It is fortunate that fewer tenors are needed to
properly balance the other parts. In fact, it has been this author's experience that fewer boys than girls are
needed to balance a choir. This is particularly true of a high school choir. This assumes that the quality of
the boys' voices is equal to that of the girls'.
After you have determined which voices you will use in the choir, all other considerations pertain to the
choral rehearsal. That is, decisions from this point on will directly aect the success of your rehearsals.
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